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Abstract. We study an informative path planning problem where the
goal is to minimize the time required to learn a spatial field using Gaussian Process (GP) regression. Specifically, given parameters 0 < , δ < 1,
our goal is to ensure that the predicted value at all points in an environment lies within ± of the true value with probability at least δ. We
study two versions of the problem. In the sensor placement version, the
objective is to minimize the number of sensors placed. In the mobile sensing version, the objective is to minimize the total travel time required
to visit the sensing locations. The total time is given by the time spent
obtaining measurements as well as time to travel between measurement
locations. By exploiting the smoothness properties of GP regression, we
present constant-factor approximation algorithms for both problems that
make accurate predictions at each point. Our algorithm is a deterministic, non-adaptive one and based on the Traveling Salesperson Problem.
In addition to theoretical results, we also compare the empirical performance using a real-world dataset with other baseline strategies.
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Introduction

The problem of planning adaptive, informative paths for mobile sensors to estimate a spatial field1 has received a lot of attention in the community recently [1–
6]. The underlying field is typically modeled as a Gaussian Process (GP) [7] and
estimated through GP regression [2] or GP classification [6]. An informationtheoretic measure such as mutual information, entropy, or variance is used as the
criterion to drive the robot to sampling locations [8]. Optimizing such measures
leads to adaptive sampling of the field. Typically an approximation guarantee
on the information-theoretic measure can be given, especially if the measure
used is a submodular one [1]. Such measures are indirect since they are based
on the variance of the prediction but do not consider the accuracy of the predicted mean. Unlike these works, we study how to ensure that the predicted
?
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mean2 is accurate and present a constant-factor approximation algorithm if the
hyper-parameters of the kernel do not change.
We use the notion of chance-constrained optimization [9] to find the optimal
trajectory that ensures that the probability of incorrect estimation is less than a
user-specified threshold. Let f (x) be the true function value and µ̂(x) be the estimated value at a point x. The estimated value is said to be chance-constrained,
if P r{|µ̂(x) − f (x)| ≤ } > δ for all x. Here, 0 < δ,  < 1 are the desired confidence (i.e., “probably”) and accuracy (i.e., “approximately”) parameters. Note
that this is a stronger requirement in the sense that the prediction at each point
must satisfy the condition for the algorithm. This is in contrast to aggregate
measures such as entropy or mutual information that consider the sum or average measure over all the points. Furthermore, we specifically consider the mean
predicted value rather than just minimizing the uncertainty in prediction.
We study two related problems, that of finding measurement locations to
place sensors and planning a tour for a single mobile sensor to ensure chanceconstrained GP regression. The objective functions are to minimize the number
of measurement locations and the total tour time, respectively. The total time is
given by the measurement time and the travel time between measurement locations. The measurement time depends on the number of measurements taken at
each location as well as the time to take a single measurement. Depending on the
sensor, the measurement time can be zero (e.g., cameras) or non-zero (e.g., soil
probes measuring organic content). We show a non-adaptive algorithm suffices
to solve the problem and yields a polynomial-time constant-factor approximation to the optimal. While other algorithms have been proposed in the past for
estimating spatial fields, this is the first result that gives guarantees on the total
travel time for ensuring predictive accuracy at all points.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. We first present the work related to our problem (Section 2). Next, we formally define the actual problems we study in this paper (Section 3). The two algorithms, DiskCover and
DiskCoverTour, along with their theoretical analysis are given in Section 4.
We compare the performance of the algorithms with baseline strategies on a
real-world dataset [6] in Section 5.

2

Related Work

We begin by reviewing the related work in the areas of sensor placement where
the goal is to cover a given environment using sensors placed at fixed locations
and mobile sensing where sensors are allowed to move and collect measurements
from different locations.
2.1

Stationary Sensor Placement

Sensor placement algorithms can be classified as geometric and model-based approaches [1] broadly, based upon the assumptions made about the environment.
2

We use predicted mean and estimated mean interchangeably since the function is
independent of time.
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In geometric approaches, typically the goal is to find a set of measurement locations which cover the environment [10, 11].
In model-based approaches, one takes a model of the environment (generally
a probabilistic one) and finds measurement locations to optimize an objective
function of that model. Information-theoretic measures, notably entropy and
mutual information, are frequently used as the optimization criteria [12, 13]. A
general approach is to greedily place sensors at locations where the uncertainty
about the phenomena is highest. The entropy criterion tends to place sensors
along the boundaries of the environment [14] which can be wasteful. An alternative criterion of mutual information seeks to find placements that are most
informative about locations where no sensors are placed [12, 1]. This optimization criterion directly measures the effect of sensor placements on the posterior
uncertainty of GP. In their seminal work, Krause et al. [1] studied the combinatorial optimization problem of placing sensors to maximize mutual information.
The problem is NP-complete. They showed conditions under which mutual information is monotone and submodular [15] and exploited this result to prove that
a greedy placement algorithm yields a constant-factor approximation in polynomial time. Unfortunately, entropy and mutual information cannot directly make
any guarantees on the predictive accuracy at specific points in the environment.
Instead, we design a sensor placement algorithm that guarantees predictive accuracy at every point in the environment.
2.2

Mobile Sensing

The problem of designing optimal trajectories and the related problem of selecting measurement locations has recently received considerable attention. Low
et al. [16] presented a control law to minimize the probability of misclassification in a field estimated by GP regression. The authors enforced measurements
to be taken continuously, and forced the sensors to only move along a fourconnected grid. Song et al. [17] presented an algorithm to localize multiple radio
sources using a mobile robot. They presented upper bounds on the time required
to localize the sources up to a desired probability. Otte et al. [18] studied the
problem of navigating to a global goal, while foraging for interesting locations
along the way. They analyzed two greedy strategies to bound the total distance
traveled and verified the bounds through simulations. Krause et al. proposed
mutual information as a measure of uncertainty [1]. An algorithm to place sensing locations was given which can closely approximate the optimal increase in
mutual information. The work was extended to mobile sensor routing in [19],
and multiple robots in [2]. Tan et al. developed an adaptive sampling strategy
using receding-horizon cross-entropy trajectory optimization on a GP [20].
Tokekar et al. [6] presented a constant factor approximation algorithm for
the case of accurately classifying each point in a spatial field. The first step in
the algorithm is to determine potentially misclassified points and then to find a
tour visiting neighborhoods of each potentially misclassified point. In this paper,
we study a regression version of the problem where every point is of interest. We
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exploit the properties of GP and squared-exponential kernel to find a constantfactor approximation algorithm.

3

Problem Formulation

In this section, we formally define the terminology and the two problems studied.
We assume that the environment is a compact domain U ⊂ R2 . We make the
following assumptions about the spatial function fx ≡ f (x):
Assumption 1 (Smoothness) The true function is smooth in the sense of
Lipschitz [21], i.e., ∀xi , xj ∈ U : |fxi − fxj | ≤ L||xi − xj ||2 , where L is the Lipschitz smoothness constant.
Assumption 2 (Kernel) The GP regression uses a squared-exponential kernel [7]. The hyperparameters of the kernel (length scale and signal variance) are
known a priori.
Assumption 3 (Bound on Measurements) Optimal algorithms for both problems satisfy the chance constraints using a finite number of measurements, no
more than N .
Let X denote the set of measurement locations within U produced by an
algorithm. In the placement problem, our goal is to minimize the cardinality
of X whereas in the path planning problem the goal is to minimize the time
required to visit and obtain measurements at X. The two problems are formally
defined below.
Problem 1 (Placement). Given Assumptions 1–3, find the minimum number of
measurement locations in U , such that the posterior GP prediction for any point
in U is within ± of the actual value with probability at least δ, i.e.,
minimize

number of measurement locations |X|

subject to P r{|µ̂(x) − f (x)| ≤ } ≥ δ, ∀x ∈ U
where f (x) is the actual function value that is to be estimated at a point x ∈ U ,
and µ̂(x) is the predicted value using measurements obtained at locations X.
Problem 2 (Mobile). Given Assumptions 1–3, find a minimum time trajectory
for a mobile sensor that obtains a finite set of measurements at one or more
locations in U , such that the posterior GP prediction for any point in U is
within ± of the true value with probability at least δ, i.e.,
minimize

len(τ ) + ηβ(X),

subject to P r{|µ̂(x) − f (x)| ≤ } ≥ δ, ∀x ∈ U.
τ denotes the tour of the robot. Assume that the robot travels at unit speed,
obtains one measurement in η units of time and obtains β(X) total measurements
at the measurement locations X. Here, we use the function β(X) to take into
account the fact that the robot may obtain more than one measurement at a
specific location. Therefore, the number of measurements can be more than |X|.
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5

Algorithm

We present the details of our algorithm for both problems. The solution to
Problem 1 is a subset of the solution to Problem 2.
Our algorithm consists of two main stages: (1) finding a finite number of
measurement locations for the robot; and (2) finding a tour to visit all the sensing
locations. We exploit the Lipschitz smoothness property to find the measurement
locations. By knowing the value at a certain point within some tolerance, we can
predict values at nearby points albeit up to a larger tolerance. Our algorithm
can be generalized to any type of sensors as long as they satisfy the assumptions
listed previously. The algorithms can also be generalized to higher dimensional
environments, even though we illustrate using 2D examples.
Before we present the detailed algorithms, we review some relevant background and useful properties on GPs.
4.1

Useful Properties of GPs

In GP regression, the posterior variance at a particular location x conditioned on
set of observations at locations X = {x1 , . . . , xn } does not depend on the data
gathered but only on the locations where the data is gathered. The posterior
variance on any location x is given by,

−1
2
σ̂x|X
= k(x, x) − k(x, X) K(X, X) + ω 2 I
k(X, x),

(1)

where k is the covariance (kernel) function with Kpq = k(xp , xq ) and ω 2 is
the variance of additive i.i.d. Gaussian measurement noise [7]. The kernel is a
function that measures the similarity between two measurement locations [7].
For our analysis and experiments, we use a squared-exponential kernel with
signal variance, and length scale equal to σ02 and l, respectively.
Since the posterior variance is a function of only the sensing locations, the
posterior variance for all points in the environment can be computed a priori, if
the measurement locations are known, even without making any observations. In
many implementations [8, 22, 19], the hyperparameters for the kernel k are tuned
online as more data is gathered. As such, the hyperparameters may change with
the observed data and the posterior variance will depend on the data observed,
which may require adaptive planning. We assume that the hyperparameters
are estimated a priori. Nevertheless, one can perform sensitivity analysis of the
presented algorithms by varying the hyperparameters [23, 24].
The objectives for the two problems depend on not only the posterior variance
but also the posterior mean. The posterior mean µ̂x|X at a location x is given
by a weighted linear combination of the observed data plus a bias term,

−1
µ̂x|X = µ(x) + k(x, X) K(X, X) + ω 2 I
y,

(2)

where y = {y1 , . . . , yn } denotes the observations at locations X = {x1 , . . . , xn }.
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4.2

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions

We start by deriving necessary conditions on how far a test location can be
from the nearest measurement location. A test location corresponds to a point
in the environment where we would like to make a prediction. Next, we prove a
sufficient condition that if every point in the environment where no measurement
is obtained (test location) is sufficiently close to a measurement location, then
we can make accurate predictions at each point.
Lemma 1 (Necessary Condition). For any test location x, if the nearest
measurement location is at a distance rmax away, and,
s
 2


σ0 + ω 2

,
(3)
1 − √ 2 −1
rmax ≥ l − log
N σ02
2σ0 erf (δ)
then it is not possible to make -accurate predictions at that test location with
desired probability δ.
Proof. GP prediction at x is a normal random variable with mean µ̂x|X (Equa2
tion 2) and variance σ̂x|X
(Equation 1). Even if the posterior mean was exactly
equal to the true value of the function, the posterior variance has to be small
enough to ensure chance-constrained regression, i.e., total probability mass has
2
to be more than δ in ±-band around mean µ̂x|X . A lower bound on σ̂x|X
can
be obtained using the fact that independent measurements will result in highest
decrease in uncertainty at x [25], i.e.,
2
2
σ̂x|X
≥ σ̂x|X
,
I

(4)

2
where, σ̂x|X
is the posterior variance at x assuming all the measurements were
I
independent. Posterior variance at a test location x assuming all the n measurements independent is given by,

2
σ̂x|X
I

 2
−1 

σ0 + ω 2
0
k(x, x1 )


 

..
..
= σ02 − k(x, x1 ), . . . , k(x, xn ) 
 
 . (5)
.
.
2
2
0
σ0 + ω
k(x, xn )

Non-diagonal entries of the co-variance matrix in Equation 5 are zero (independence among the measurement locations). Assuming the nearest measurement
location to be rmax away from the test location x, we have,
 2 
r
k(x, xi ) ≤ σ02 exp − max
, ∀xi ∈ X,
(6)
2l2
which combined with Equations 4, and 5 results in,

 2 

rmax
nσ02
2
2
2
σ̂x|X
≥ σ̂x|X
≥
σ
1
−
exp
−
.
0
I
l2
σ02 + ω 2

(7)
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Now, by lower bounding the the probability mass, we have,
Z µ̂x|X + 


2
2
≥ δ =⇒ √
N µ̂x|X , σ̂x|X
≥ σ̂x|X
.
−1
2 erf (δ)
µ̂x|X −

7

(8)

where erf −1 is the inverse error function [26]. Equation 8 gives us a necessary
bound on the posterior variance at x. Combining Equation 8 with Equation 7
and using the fact, N > n, if rmax satisfies the inequality in Lemma 1, then
it is not possible to satisfy Equation 8. Hence, it is impossible to ensure the
chance-constraints for the GP regression. That is, if the nearest measurement
location from a test location is more than rmax away then it is impossible to
make -accurate predictions at the test location with probability δ.
t
u
Lemma 2 (Sufficient Condition). For a test location x ∈ U , if there exists
a measurement location xi ∈ X with n measurements at xi , such that,

 s

δ
2
1
−1 
 −
 2   , (9)
√
d(x, xi ) ≤
1
n erf
L
+
L + 2L1
2
2
1 − a exp − 21
ω
σ
b

0

thenh GP predictionsi at x will be -accurate with high confidence, i.e.,
P r fˆx|X − fx ≤  ≥ δ, where a, b, and L1 are constants.
Proof. Consider a measurement location, say xi , that is a distance d(x, xi ) away
from the point x. From the Lipschitz smoothness assumption we have,
|fx − fxi | ≤ Ld(x, xi ).

(10)

A bound on GP posterior variance σ̂x2i |X at xi after making n measurements at
xi can be obtained using Equation 1,
σ̂x2i |X ≤

ω2
2 .
n + ωσ2

(11)

0

The inequality in Equation 11 follows from the fact that right hand side does not
consider the effect of measurement locations other than xi which can not increase
the posterior variance at xi . GPs are consistent function estimators [7] and hence
GP mean prediction at any measurement location converges to actual value of the
function given sufficient number of measurements at that location. GP prediction
fˆxi |X at xi is a normal random variable with mean µ̂xi |X and σ̂x2i |X , hence,
fˆxi |X − µ̂xi |X
∼ N (0, 1).
σ̂xi |X

(12)

Using consistency of GPs, Equation 12 can be written as,


 
fˆxi |X − fxi
kω
k
ˆ


∼ N (0, 1) =⇒ P r fxi |X − fxi ≤ q
= erf √
. (13)
2
σ̂xi |X
2
n + ω2
σ0
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Squared-exponential kernel for one dimensional input satisfies the following high
probability bound [21] on the derivatives of GP sample paths fˆx|X : for some
constants a, b > 0,


P r supx∈U




L21
ˆ
∂ fx|X /∂x < L1 ≥ 1 − a exp − 2 .
b

(14)

Equation 14 bounds the first order derivative of the sampled functions with high
probability. Hence, sampled functions are Lipschitz smooth with constant L1 .
As a result, GP predictions at any locations x and xi satisfies,
Pr






√
L21
ˆ
ˆ
fx − fxi ≤ 2L1 d(x, xi ) ≥ 1 − a exp − 2 .
b

(15)

√
Note that a factor of 2 appears in Equation 15 due to l2 -distance between x
and xi (Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) [27]. Combining Equations 10, 13, and 15
using triangle inequality results in,

P r  fˆx|X − fx


 



√
k
L21
kω 
√
≤ L + 2L1 d(x, xi ) + q
≥
erf
1
−
a
exp
−
,
2
b2
2
n + ωσ2


0

(16)
for any positive constant k. Note that Equation 16 holds for any measurement
location xi , which is a distance d(x, xi ) away from the test location x and can
be satisfied by choosing d(x, xi ) stated in Lemma 2 for a given δ.
t
u
Lemma 2 gives a sufficient condition for GP predictions to be accurate at
any given test location x ∈ U . The following lemma shows that a finite number
of measurements, nα are sufficient to ensure predictive accuracy  with high
probability δ in a smaller disk of radius α1 rmax around xi , where α > 1 (Figure 1).
Fig. 1. Collecting nα measurements at O suffices
to make accurate predictions at all points inside
disk D2 (Sufficient condition). No number of measurements at O can ensure predictive accuracy on
points outside disk D1 (Necessary condition).

Lemma 3. Given a disk of radius α1 rmax centered at xi , with α > 1, with high
probability δ, nα measurements at xi suffice to make -accurate predictions for
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all points inside the disk, where,


2

√
−1
δ




2ω erf 
L2


1−a exp − b21


ω2


r
−
.
nα ≥ 
√

 

σ02

  − l(L+ 2L1 ) − log σ02 +ω2 1 − √



α
N σ2
2σ 2 erf −1 (δ)
0

9

(17)

0

Proof. We want a sufficiency condition on the number of measurements nα inside
a disk of radius α1 rmax . Lemma 2 gives an upper bound on the radius of a
disk such that all points inside the disk will be chance-constrained after nα
measurements at the center. We construct a disk (D2 in Figure 1), whose radius
is equal to α1 rmax such that,

 s

1
2
δ
1
−1 
 −
 2   .
√
rmax ≤
(18)
nα erf
1
L
α
+
L + 2L1
2
2
1 − a exp − 21
ω
σ
0

b

This ensures all points in D2 will be chance-constrained. Substituting the value
of rmax from Lemma 1 in Equation 18 and and re-arranging for nα gives the
required bound stated in Lemma 3.
t
u
A packing of disks of radius rmax gives a lower bound on the number of measurements required to ensure predictive accuracy. On the other hand, a covering
of disks of radius α1 rmax gives us an upper bound on the number of measurements required. To solve Problem 1, what remains is to relate the upper and lower
bound and present an algorithm to actually place the disks of radii α1 rmax .
4.3

Placement of Sensors for Problem 1

We use an algorithm similar to the one presented by Tekdas and Isler [28]. The
exact procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1. We choose α = 2.
Algorithm 1: DiskCover
input : An arbitrary environment
output: Measurement locations
1 Given an arbitrary set X of disks covering the given environment,
calculate the Maximal Independent Set (MIS) I of X greedily i.e.,
I = MIS(X );
2 Place disks of radii 2rmax at the center of each disk in I. Call the set of
2rmax radii disks X̄ ;
1
3 Cover each disk in X̄ with disks of radii 2 rmax as shown in Figure 2 and
1
label centers of all disks of radii 2 rmax ;
4 Return all the labeled points in previous step as measurement locations;
Theorem 1. DiskCover (Algorithm 1) gives a 32-approximation for Problem
1 in polynomial time.
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Proof. Denote the optimal set of measurement locations to solve Problem 1 by
X ∗ . The function MIS in Step 1 of Algorithm 1 computes a maximally independent set of disks: the disks in I are mutually non-intersecting (independent) and
any disk in X \I intersects with some disks in X (maximal). The set I can be
computed by a simple polynomial greedy procedure: choose an arbitrary disk d
from X , add it to I, remove all disks in X which intersect d, and repeat the
procedure until no such d exists.
An optimal algorithm will have to collect measurements from as many measurement locations as the cardinality of I. This can be proved by contradiction.
Suppose an algorithm visits less measurement locations than number of disks in
I. In that case, there will exist at least one disk of radius rmax in I which will
not contain a measurement location. This means that there will be at least a
point in that disk which will be more than rmax away from each measurement
location. From Lemma 1, the robot can never make accurate predictions at that
point and hence violating the constraint in Problem 1. Hence,
|I| ≤ |X ∗ |.

(19)

The union of X̄ disks covers the entire environment. Consider a test point x in
the environment and assume that it does not lie in the union of X̄ disks. Since
no disk in X̄ contains x, x lies at least 2rmax distance away from the center of
each disk in X̄ (also the centers of disks in I). Hence, the nearest disk to x in
I will be at least rmax away from x, as a result of which a disk of radius rmax
around x can be constructed without intersecting any disk in I which violates
the fact that I is an MIS.
Collecting measurements from 32 locations inside a 2rmax disk suffice to make
accurate predictions in that disk (satisfying the Problem 1 constraint for points
lying in that disk) as illustrated in Figure 2. DiskCover collects measurement
from 32 such locations per disk in X̄ . It collects measurements from a total of
32|X̄ | locations, hence, satisfying the constraint for all points in the area covered
by union of X̄ disks. Since union of X̄ disks covers the entire environment,
DiskCover satisfies the constraint for all points in the environment. Using
Equation 19, 32|I| ≤ 32|X ∗ |. Note that |X̄ | = |I|. Hence,
32|X̄ | ≤ 32|X ∗ |,
∗

nDiskCover ≤ 32|X |,

(20)
(21)

where, nDiskCover is the number of measurement locations for DiskCover.
4.4

t
u

Finding Optimal Trajectory for Problem 2

The algorithm for Problem 2 builds on the algorithm presented in the previous
section. The locations where measurements are to be made, become the locations that are visited by the robot. The robot must obtain at least n2 samples
(Lemma 3 with α = 2) at the center of each disk of radius 12 rmax . A pseudo-code
of the algorithm is presented in the Algorithm 2.
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Fig. 2. We cover the disk of radius 2rmax using disks of radii
1
r
in lawn mover pattern which requires no more than dou2 max
ble the minimum number of 12 rmax disks required to cover a
2rmax disk. 32 disks suffice to cover the bigger disk whereas the
π(2 rmax )2
minimum number of 12 rmax disks required is π(0.5
= 16.
rmax )2
1
The locations of disks of radii 2 rmax inside disk of radius 2rmax
are obtained by covering a square circumscribing bigger disk
with smaller squares inscribed in smaller disks. The centers of
smaller squares coincide with centers of smaller disks.

Algorithm 2: DiskCoverTour
input : A set of measurement locations calculated from Algorithm 1.
output: Optimal path visiting all measurement locations.
1 Cover each X̄ disk in lawn-mover pattern visiting the centers of
corresponding disks of radius 21 rmax and make n2 measurements at each
center point;
2 Calculate approximate-polynomial TSP tour visiting the centers of X̄
disks;
3 Return union of paths calculated in steps above;
Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 yields a constant-factor approximation algorithm for
Problem 2 in polynomial time.
Proof. From Theorem 1 we already have a constant approximation bound on
number of measurement locations. Let the time (travel and measurement time)
taken by optimal algorithm be T ∗ . Using notation from Theorem 1, we assume
that optimal TSPN time to visit disks in I be TI∗ . The optimal algorithm will
visit at least all disks once in I which gives the following minimum bounds on
∗
∗
),
the optimal travel time (Ttravel
) and optimal measurement time (Tmeasure
∗
∗
TI∗ ≤ Ttravel
, η|I| ≤ Tmeasure
.

(22)

Let denote optimal time to visit the centers of disks in I by TI∗C . The time
TI∗C to visit centers can be bounded by a path length having maximum detour
of |I| × 2rmax from TI∗ . As a result: TI∗C ≤ TI∗ + 2rmax |I|. Using inequality
∗
from Equation 22: TI∗C ≤ Ttravel
+ 2rmax |I|. For any disk in X̄ , the length of
lawn-mover path starting from the its center and return back (Figure 2) after
visiting all center points of 21 rmax disks is 40rmax . Hence, the total travel time for
DiskCoverTour is: TC +40rmax |I|, where TC is the (1+)-approximated time
with respect to the optimal TSP tour returned by the (1+)-approximation algorithm to visit the centers of the disks in X̄ (or I disks since they are concentric).
TC can be calculated in polynomial time [29] having bounds: TC ≤ (1 + ) TI∗C ,
with TI∗C being the optimal TSP time to visit the centers of X̄ disks. Total
measurement time for DiskCoverTour is 32ηn2 |I|. Hence, total time Talg for
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DiskCoverTour is,
Talg = TC + 40rmax |I| + 32ηn2 |I| ≤ (1 + ) TI∗C + 40rmax |I| + 32ηn2 |I|, (23)
∗
≤ (1 + ) (Ttravel
+ 2rmax |I|) + 40rmax |I| + 32ηn2 |I|.

(24)

Length of any tour that visits k non-overlapping equal size disks of radius r is
at least 0.24kr [30], which gives 0.24rmax |I| ≤ TI∗ . Combining this result with
Equation 22 modifies the bounds in Equation 24 as,




2
40
∗
∗
+
Ttravel
+ 32n2 Tmeasure
,
(25)
Talg ≤ (1 + ) 1 +
.24
.24


40
∗
∗
≤ max 9.33(1 + ) +
, 32n2 (Ttravel
+ Tmeasure
),
(26)
.24


40
(27)
, 32n2 T ∗ ≤ cT ∗ ,
≤ max 9.33(1 + ) +
.24
where c denotes the corresponding maximum value in the right hand side of
Equation 26, and is a constant.
t
u
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(b) Posterior prediction of OM content.

Fig. 3. Actual and predicted OM content comparison.

5

Simulations

We evaluate our algorithm with other baseline strategies through simulations
based on a real-world dataset [31] of a farm (Figure 3(a)). The dataset [31] consists of organic matter (OM) measurements collected from 350 locations manually in a farm. Since the algorithm may require to obtain measurements at
locations other than one of original 350 locations, we use cubic interpolation to
generate the ground truth values at any location in the environment. The simulated sensor returns a noisy version of this ground truth measurement with an
additive Gaussian noise of variance ω 2 = 0.25.
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We compare the performance of our algorithm against mutual information
(MI) and entropy-based planning strategies [1] using three criteria. The squaredexponential kernel has two hyperparameters: namely length scale (l) and signal
variance (σ02 ). The values of l and σ02 were estimated by minimizing the negative
log-marginal likelihood for 350 locations where we know the OM content. We
discretized the farm with a resolution of 3l and calculated the values of required
metrics at discretized locations. We used δ = 0.8,  = 2, ω 2 = 0.25 and l was
estimated to be equal to 12.24 meters by log-marginal likelihood minimization.
Figure 3(b) presents the predicted OM content in the farm by DiskCover
algorithm. Figure 4 shows the covering of given environment using disks of radii
2rmax concentric with disks in the MIS calculated by DiskCover algorithm.

110
100
Distance along Farm
width (meter)

Fig. 4. Disk placement covering
the farm calculated by DC algorithm. The disks are of radii 2rmax
which are concentric with disks of
radii rmax in I. The optimal TSP
tour visiting the centers and farm
boundaries are shown in red and
blue respectively. Lawn mover detours have been omitted to make
the figure more legible.
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The total time taken by the robot is summation of the travel time and the
time taken to perform measurements. For MI and entropy-based planning, we
calculate the measurement locations greedily [1]. After calculating the measurement locations for both, we find the optimal TSP tour visiting all the measurement locations and calculate the total time subsequently.
Figure 5 presents the percentage of points with prediction error more than 2 ppm as a func100
DCT
tion of time spent by the robot in
MI based planning
80
Entropy based planning
the farm. DiskCoverTour outper60
forms MI and entropy-based planning in the beginning but as robot
40
spends more time in the farm, MI and
20
entropy-based planning perform better than DiskCoverTour. Asymp0
0
2000
4000
6000
8000
totically DiskCoverTour converges
Time taken by the robot (sec)
with fewer points (than MI and
Fig. 5. Percentage of points with prediction
entropy-based planning) which have error more than the maximum allowed error
high prediction error. DiskCover- (2 ppm) as a function of tour time.
Tour getting outperformed by other
strategies in the middle can be explained by the observation that en-
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tropy and MI based planners tend to spread the measurement locations as far
as possible from each other, thereby, covering a large part of the environment
quicker than DiskCoverTour. A plot of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
vs time is shown in Figure 6(a). We observe a similar trend as Figure 5. This
trend can be attributed to the fact that MI and entropy-based planning methods
are indirect methods and they tend to collect the measurements from locations
which are far away from each other.
We plot entropy (a measure of posterior variance) to quantify the confidence
about learned OM content variation. For our choice of δ = 0.8, the entropy
for DiskCoverTour algorithm converges to 230 as shown in Figure 6(b). For
δ ≈ 1, it converges to the same values as MI and entropy-based strategies.
Entropy-based planning achieves the maximum reduction in entropy of the distribution because of its diminishing returns property [1]. However, a reduction
in an indirect measure like entropy does not guarantee reduction in prediction
error. For this fact, entropy and MI-based strategies may cease to perform better
than DiskCoverTour while achieving accuracy in posterior predictions.
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(a) Comparison of total error be- (b) Entropy estimate for posterior
tween actual organic matter con- distribution.
tent and predicted content.
Fig. 6. Predictive error and posterior entropy comparisons.

6

Conclusion

We study the problem of minimizing the time taken by a single traveling robot
to learn a spatial field. We provide a lower bound on the number of measurement
locations required to estimate the field sufficiently accurate with high confidence.
We also provide a polynomial time approximation algorithm whose performance
is within a constant factor of the lower bound. We show that it is possible to learn
a given spatial field accurately with high confidence without planning adaptively.
Note that, if the kernel parameters are optimized online, then one would require
an adaptive strategy. Our ongoing work is on developing competitive strategies
for such cases as well as for spatio-temporal learning. As an immediate future
work, we aim to remove the dependence of nα on N and optimize for the value
of α to improve the approximation ratio.
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